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The Island

Green hair, dark sea

On rocky shores there used to stand, windblown, 

A lonely tower built of graying stone. 

O’er dark and restless seas it shone a light, 

And beamed a message through the ageless night, 

As if to reach the land where roses bloom, 

Whose floral kiss abates despair and gloom.

A verse from ‘the rose’s Kiss’

hRee hundred nautical miles separated Caer melor 
from that uncertain stretch of water halfway 
between the Gulf of Mara and the boiling fury 
of domjaggar strait, south of the Cape of Tides 
and north of the Cape of Winds. here was a

region avoided by seaship routes, a domain where, no matter 
how vapid the sky, no matter how placid the sea, mist and cloud 
gathered their skirts and muffled themselves in their mantles.

The bosun blew his whistle. Blocks squealed over head as 
the main yards were braced round. hIMs King James XVI hove 
to at the frayed edges of this foggy obscurity. It was as if a 
smoky twilight hovered beyond the bowsprit and the starboard 
taffrail, while elsewhere the day gleamed as lustrous as pol-
ished crystals. a mel low sea-breeze came cantering out of the 
west to lift among the sails the Royal heraldry of the pen-
noncels and the long ribbons of streamers, the gay banners 
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and the swallow-tailed gittons, laying them straight along its 
flowing mane.

Chunks of charcoal imprisoned crimson heat in a brazier 
suspended on chains from a tripod on the fo’c’sle. Passengers 
and crew with their taltries thrown back stood watching as a 
pitch-smeared arrowhead was touched to the coals. Fiery hair 
sprang forth from that head. In one swift, sudden movement, 
Thorn fitted the shaft to the string, bent back his longbow—the 
shaft sliding through his fingers until his right hand almost met 
the red blossom—and sent it soaring with a twang and a hissing 
whine, straight into the twilight’s heart.

standing with feet braced apart at right angles to the target, 
in the classic archer’s stance, he watched it fly, high and far.

It vanished.
and then there came a thinning of the fog, and deep within 

the murk a form manifested as if seen through frosted glass. 
across the waters, past a wild spume that was the white blood 
of waves suiciding in the jaws of reefs, a mountain loomed, 
indistinct, crowned with a pale cloud. an island, floating in 
the sea.

‘Release the bird,’ said Thorn, handing the long bow to his 
squire. a snowball or a wad of paper scraps was tossed into the 
air, shaking itself out into the shape of a pigeon. It took wing 
toward the island. They watched the white chevron disappear, 
following the red flower. Waves spanked the port side. Ropes 
creaked, wood complained, and now the faint cries of gulls 
scratched the wind.

Presently a spark appeared, a brass button against the dark 
hem of the land.

‘There she be!’ exclaimed several voices. ‘The Beacon!’
at this signal, the crew swung into action again, hauling 

on the braces to swing the main yards back into position. The 
helmsman spun the wheel and brought the ship about. sails 
filled, and with the wind directly behind her the vessel began 
to pick up speed, skimming the crests, scooting toward the isle.

The mountain towered ever higher.
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along a narrow channel between the reefs sped hIMs King 
James XVI, guided by the light. she ran between two headlands 
that held between them a span of vituperative currents called 
the Rip, until, skating free of those arms, with the light in the 
Tower alone on its rocky promontory to the port side, she fell, 
like a gull to its haven into a beautiful harbour, tranquil and still.

above the harbour, basalt terraces snaked up the cliffs to 
the cloud-bearded summit dominating all with its formidable 
presence. This peak let down its shadow to ink the water, 
dwarfing the tall ship with the lily sails now furled and lashed 
into long buds. The vessel became a mote of light on a dark 
pond. By the shore, red birds of fishing boats clustered at their 
moorings, all facing west. some of these fishers, and other 
vessels shaped like seedpods, were rowed out toward the King 
James XVI. Crates of snowflake pigeons and a lumpy bag of 
letters were uploaded. Few other goods were exchanged—this 
was not a merchant ship, not a trade visit. a crowd lined the 
shore. Most of the islanders had come down to the harbour to 
admire the King-emperor’s renowned ship and to try to catch a 
glimpse of him in person—it had been long since he was last 
on the island—as well as to welcome Prince edward and the 
lady Rohain, tidings of whom had preceded them.

Thorn’s hair swung down to brush Rohain’s cheek as he 
leaned to her. While the clipper’s longboats were being lowered 
into the water, the pair took leave of each other, speaking 
softly, standing on the fo’c’sle while all others kept a respectful 
distance. But when for the last time their hands unclasped, 
Rohain felt it was an agony, as though her flesh had grown to 
his and was now torn.

‘Guard her, Thomas,’ Thorn had commanded his Bard. 
‘Guard her well.’ But she had thought it was Thorn who needed 
vigilance and protection, since he was going to war.

auspiciously, the wind swung around. a sildron floater 
took Rohain down the ship’s side. In a swathe of rose 
brocade encrusted with carnelians, she sat in the bow, facing 
astern like the rowers. at the tiller, the coxswain called out a 
command. hemmed in by red birds and seed-husks, the line of 
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row-boats crawled to shore like oar-legged insects on the sun’s 
glittering path.

The fisher families greeted the Crown Prince, the lady 
Betrothed, the duke of ercildoune, and the duchess of Roxburgh 
and her brood with songs, jon quils, and strings of coloured 
lanterns. They presented them with trinkets and buckles inlaid 
with mother-of-pearl, all fashioned from carved coral; with tusks 
of walrus, skulls of seals, or teeth of whales. They gave also 
shell-work bouquets (each shell carefully chosen for its colour 
and shape to replicate a petal of a particular variety of flower), 
shell-work trinket boxes and glove boxes. The handful of 
wealthier islanders presented gifts of pearl necklaces, bracelets 
and girdles studded with garnets, peridots, and zeolite crystals, 
and contain ers covered in shagreen. To these they added amber 
and agate snuff-boxes, nautilus shell cups with pewter rims and 
feet, porphyry bowls, and a pristine prismatic bowl imprisoning 
three live leafy sea-dragons; delicate, innocent creatures that 
Rohain would later discreetly return to their habitat.

The village mayor made a speech.
The rumbling strains of a shanty drifted from the royal ship, 

out over the water. On the foredeck the men toiled around 
the capstan, straining against the bars. The anchor broke the 
water like some queer fish, flukes streaming. With a rattle and 
a clang it locked into place. lengths of canvas dropped from 
the yardarms and fattened like the bells and scoops of pale 
pink shells. a phosphorescent wake awoke. Cream curled at 
the prow.

For as long as possible, Rohain held on to the memory 
of Thorn in dusken, handsome beyond reck oning, resting his 
elbows on the taffrail, not waving, merely watching her steadily, 
until distance thinned the bond of that mutual gaze and 
eventually severed it. like the tide, terrible grief and longing 
then rose in her, and she could not speak, made mute again by 
loss. all the light and laughter in the world was draining out 
through the Rip, sailing away, far away.
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This, then, was the secret island, Tamhania, some times called 
Tavaal. For hundreds of years it had been the private retreat of 
the kings of the house of d’armancourt. some sea-enchantment 
rendered it safe from all things unseelie. Furthermore, it was 
hidden from view by mists engendered, it was said, by virtue of 
a herb that grew extensively over its slopes: duilleag neoil, the 
cloud-leaf, whose effects were complemented by steam from 
numerous hot springs. If the isle was struck by a red-hot arrow 
fired from beyond its shores it would become vis ible for a short 
time, but no vessel could find the channel through the reefs 
without the guidance of the Beacon, and the light would only 
be kindled in that gray Tower after the reception of a sealed 
order from the King-emperor, or a secret rune, carried in by 
messenger birds.

Rohain had taken leave of sianadh at Caermelor, where he 
had boarded a merchant seaship bound for Finvarna. It had 
been a parting both sorrowful and joyous.

‘no tears, chehrna!’ he had said, tears standing in his own 
blue eyes. ‘’Tis not good-bye, in any event! We I shall meet 
again! When the war is over the Queen-empress must tour the 
countries of her empire. start with the best—the land of the 
giant elk, and the long rugged shores, and the taverns filled 
with music and good cheer. don’t ye forget, now!’

he saluted her and swaggered up the gangplank with a 
jaunty air, waving his cap. That had been the last she had seen 
of him.

*

a procession of coaches and riders wound its way upward 
along the rutted cliff road from the fishing village on the harbour. 
Over many an arched bridge of basalt they passed, crossing 
the rills that tumbled down the hillsides, by trees twisted into 
poetic shapes by salt winds, to the Royal estate, Tana. high on 
the mountainside, Tana’s castle overlooked the slate roofs of 
the village, and the cove where flying fish, leapt in clear green 
water.
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There the seneschal of Tana, Roland avenel, greeted them.
This entire island belonged to the Crown. Of those few 

Feohrkind folk who had been granted the right to dwell there, 
some were ancient families, the descen dants of generations of 
islanders: fisher-folk, farmers, and orchardists who for centuries 
had paid their tithes in services and goods or in gems pried 
from the gravels and crannies of fissures in the mountain walls. 
some had been born on the isle and lived out their span of years 
on it; others left its cloudy shores when they were full-grown, 
and never returned. sometimes, folk came to live on Tamhania 
who had never set foot there before—men and wives who had 
sought permission from the official authorities representing the 
Crown, and been deemed worthy; probably they had some 
skill or talent to offer the community, Perhaps they themselves 
longed for peace and seclusion.

The hall of Tana, the royal residence, was more ethereal by 
far than the buttressed blocks of Caermelor Palace—a chastel 
out of legend. Its tapering turrets and great ranks of windows 
rose tier after tier from an ivy-clad plinth that was itself as high 
as a house—the remains of an old fortress upon which the 
hall was founded. extraordinary masonry adorned the outer 
walls; pilasters imprisoned in banded stonework, their capitals 
scrolled or sprouting stone acanthus leaves. arched niches, 
ceiled by carvings of giant scallop shells, sheltered statues of 
mermaids, mermen, por poises, dolphins, and whales. Over the 
massive front door loomed the royal coat of arms. above every 
ground-floor window, in petrified splendor, the devices of old 
and noble families were displayed. swallows darted among the 
crenellations.

Built upon one of the few level areas on the island, the 
grounds were parklike. lawns swept around leafy walks and 
plantations of ancient, wind-contorted trees that cast their 
reflections into still ponds, the whole scene overlooking the 
ocean on the one hand, over looked by the mountain on the 
other.

Within, apartments abounded. huge vaulted cel lars with 
tiled cisterns built into living rock occupied the founding 
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platform. a wide stair led up to the grand salon with its 
painted wallpaper, heavy-framed portraits, and gilt furniture 
upholstered in velvet, fig ured silk, and embroidery. The 
library was located on this level, as was the dining room, 
dominated by the marble minstrel’s gallery. higher up, one 
could find the smaller salons and studies, the bedchambers 
each with their own sea-theme, and the hall of the Guards, a 
gallery one hundred feet long and so wide that ten men could 
ride abreast through it. Its walls were ornamented with motifs 
and arabesques in light blues and reds and earthy browns. 
Throughout the chastel, the open-beam ceilings were set with 
hundreds of paintings of mythic scenes all finished with the 
high est precision.

In this sumptuous island retreat, the days fled by.
Rohain began to accustom herself to her new envi rons. It 

was not like living—it was more like waiting. so she waited, with 
Prince edward—as vigorous as Thorn and yet as different from 
him as father from son—with red-haired Thomas of ercildoune, 
and the duchess alys, and with Viviana, Caitri, and Georgiana 
Griffin, who had been dismissed by her invidious mis tress and 
joined Rohain’s ever-increasing collection of attendants. Jolly 
dain Pennyrigg was with them also, the lad from Isse Tower. 
he seemed to have become Rohain’s equerry by default, even 
though gray Firinn had not been transported to Tamhania, the 
steep slopes being unsuitable for thoroughbred riding-horses.

The climate was mild beneath the cloud-blanket, snugged 
in tepid seas. Turtles the hue of malachite flew under clear 
waves of jade. ladybirds crawled or flew everywhere, like 
tiny buttons, in livery checkered cad mium and black, spotted 
charcoal and madder.

White vapours trailed from warm springs on the lower 
slopes. The hall of Tana had been built over such pools which 
now, tamed and shaped by azure-glazed ceramic tiles, were 
used for bathing. Cloud-leaf grew sharp like dark green fox’s 
ears in basalt clefts, almost the only living things to cling to the 
sheer rock-faces of the northern slopes. The clouds captured by 
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the eldritch herb seemed to possess the property of allow ing 
one-way vision, so that from the island, the ocean and sky 
could be seen as far as the horizon—only their edges were 
softened a little as through a single layer of muslin.

Fisher-folk plied their nets mainly in the calm band of 
water betwixt shore and reef, for, once past the reef there 
was no return, not without the kindling of the light. Without 
the light, all vessels foundered, victims of the rocks. That 
was part of the island’s sea-enchantment. When a fleet was to 
venture out beyond that barrier, the leader would memorize 
the day’s Pass-sign and take with him a caged pigeon from 
the lofts in the light-Tower. When it came time to return, 
the rune was daubed minutely on a smidgin of papyrus and 
fastened to the leg of the patient bird. so that the avian aviator 
could see its way home, a fiery arrow was shot, to make the 
island visible. Whoso ever forgot the sign, or lost the pigeon 
or the arrows or the fire, could not return; a boat must be 
sent out to give them aid. It seemed a troublesome affair, but 
the islanders had grown accustomed to it, and besides, some 
arcane property of the light always ensured calm waters in 
the channel. Once it was lit, safety was assured, even in the 
most mettlesome storm.

Time passed, but the hours never hung heavily for the bride-
in-waiting. Thomas the Bard taught her how to string a lute and 
make it sing a little, and how to recognise the runes of writing, 
beginning with the Thorn Rune, þ, and how to name the stars. 
she did not know if she had been able to read and write before 
she lost her memory, but penmanship and deciphering came 
easily to her. When personal messages arrived from Thorn 
at the battlefields she allowed no one else to read them, and 
painstakingly composed replies.

From the fisher-folk she learned how to sail the little boats 
they called geolas—‘What language is this you islanders speak 
in snatches?’ she asked. ‘a version of the Olden speech. his 
Majesty is fluent at it,’ they told her.

But as well as voyaging and making music, it was time to 
learn to do harm.
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Rohain summoned the seneschal of Tana, Roland avenel, a 
silver-maned, doughty ex-legionary of some fifty Winters. she 
said, ‘It has come to me that knowl edge and the wit to use it 
are the most powerful weapons. The greatest warrior would fail 
in the wilderness, did he not understand the seasons and the 
secret ways to find sustenance and the lore of fire-making. Yet a 
swift and certain sword-arm would stand anyone in good stead. 
Will you teach me to fight with weapons?’

so the seneschal tutored her in wielding a light blade and 
a skian.

When not fencing, strumming, sailing, or shooting arrows 
at straw bull’s-eyes, Rohain would ride with edward and their 
companions. They cantered along dark beaches fringed with 
black pebbles and rocks twisted like slag, splendid taltries 
flapped at their backs. The horses’ hooves kicked up black sand 
flecked with glitter, like dominite. Ferny weeds and strings of 
succulent beads filled rockpools so clear one would not have 
guessed there was water in them, save for a shimmer and a blur. 
The sun cast a golden fret work on the waves—a limpid mesh 
over living glass, the wave-rims like the veil-flowers of clematis. 
On the dunes silvery saltbush clung, and kitten-tail grass, and 
scented tea-tree with its waxy flowers. after sunset, white wings 
of spray blew back off the rolling break ers, gleaming phospho-
rescent in the afterglow.

The sea-wind murmured like Thorn’s voice in Rohain’s ears.
‘While thou dost remain here,’ he had said, ‘I will never be 

far from thee.’
Could it be that intense, unremitting longing was powerful 

enough to bridge distance? Rohain imagined he touched her 
with every caress of the breeze that occasionally tore the 
mist into strips, and ruffled her skirts, and played with her 
tresses. she fancied the soft, warm raindrops on her upturned 
face might be his kisses. at nights, half waking, she heard 
the susurration of waves breaking on the boulders below the 
chastel, as the breathing of one who lay in slumber beside 
her, and she would reach out her hand, but there was only 
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the substance of moonlight where he might have been, and 
shadow for his hair.

still, she felt embraced by a sense of his nearness. she tried 
to believe it was not all pretense and, con vincing herself, found 
a kind of contentment.

as for the antlered One and his hunt, they were far away, 
on the other side of the island’s enchanted barriers, where they 
could pose no threat. With each day that elapsed they shrank 
further back in time, until eventually Rohain abandoned all 
thought of them.

a secret island, Tamhania-Tavaal was an island of secrets, 
some of which Rohain came to imperfectly recognise, as days 
linked together in chains of weeks. Riding or walking along 
the strand, she and her ladies would often find the fisherfolk’s 
children playing among the seaweed-fringed rockpools—
catching crabs, making coronets of sea-grasses, splashing and 
laugh ing. There was one little girl among them who always 
wore a necklace of perfect pearls that shimmered palest pastel 
green. luminous were they, and worthy of a princess. Rohain 
thought it curious that the child of one of the poor fishers should 
wear such a valuable treasure about her neck as carelessly as if 
it were no more than a string of common shells.

It was the first of several curious matters, she discovered.
Once, rising early after another restless night, she rode out 

with her retainers before sunrise. Walking their horses along the 
shore, they spied a woman sitting on a rock at high-tide mark. 
she did not notice them, for she was staring out across the sea. 
as the first glimmer of dawn grayed the waters, a big seal came 
swimming toward the rock. When he came within a pebble’s 
throw, he raised his head and spoke to the woman.

she replied.
Then he walked up out of the sea with the water sliding off 

him like moon-drops. he cast off his sealskin as he approached, 
and met her in the form of a man.

The riders turned their horses and hastened away, leaving 
the couple alone together on the shore bathed by the glance 
and glimmer of morning light on the waves.
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When Rohain told Roland avenel about this encounter he 
nodded and said, ‘ah, yes. I too have seen Ursilla once or twice, 
at early morning, waiting on the rocks. But prithee, bid your 
attendants to refrain from speaking to anyone about what you 
and they have witnessed.’

‘That I shall, if you say discretion is desirable. But who is 
she, this Ursilla?’

‘she is the wife of a farmer here on the isle, a proud, well-
favoured woman who manages her house hold, her farm, and 
her husband well. To all outward appearances she possesses 
everything she could desire. Yet beneath the surface, I fear, she 
is not happy.’

‘so I have guessed for myself,’ acknowledged Rohain.
avenel paused and scratched his chin thoughtfully, as though 

searching for words. ‘all three of Ursilla’s children,’ he went on, 
‘have webbed hands and webbed feet. The membranes of skin 
between their fin gers and toes are so delicate and thin that the 
light shows through. a horny epidermis grows on the backs of 
their hands. every one of them has soft silken hair, the colour 
of the water in the first light of dawn.’

‘and her lover is one of the island’s secrets,’ con cluded 
Rohain softly. she recalled, then, the little girl with the pearl 
necklace. ‘Pray tell me, Master avenel, why the fishermen’s 
children wear such wonderful jewels when they play. I had 
imagined them to be poor folk.’

‘I’ll warrant you have spied young sally,’ said avenel with 
a laugh. ‘Only one other among the fishers owns such wealth. 
But nobody envies her, or would try to take the thing from her. 
Oh, no.’

‘Why not?’
‘Well, because of the way she came by it. ’Tis said that last 

summer, sally was playing with her doll down by the rockpools 
and when she turned away a mer maid’s child stole the toy. 
Young sally fled, weeping. On the following day when she 
returned to look for the doll, the mermaid’s child rose from the 
sea at the edge of the rocks where the spume flies highest.’
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‘a mermaid’s child!’ interjected Rohain, fascinated. ‘have 
you seen the merfolk, sir? What are they like?’

avenel smiled and drew breath. The seneschal of Tana was a 
fair wordsmith; Rohain loved hearing him speak. now, as he held 
forth, he led her to imagine entities resembling young women, 
with waves of hair like sea-leaves, and half their bodies a graceful, 
sweep ing mosaic of verdigrised copper coins. Their skin was the 
cream of sea-foam and they had long eyes of cucumber green. 
avenel related how the merchild came, and in her shell-white 
hand she held out the pearl necklace, which she gave to sally 
in atonement for the theft. In words of alien accent, she told 
the mor tal child that her mother had bade her do so. Then she 
looked at sally with her green eyes before flipping away with a 
flicker of iridescent scales, to plunge beneath the breakers.

‘That has been the most recent sighting of the mer folk,’ 
said the seneschal, ‘but that one was only a stripling, not yet a 
harbinger and bringer of storms—at least, not of disastrous ones.’

‘are they often glimpsed?’
‘not at all, m’lady. To see a mermaid is rare. In all my years 

on Tavaal, I have never once set eyes on one, nor, in truth, do 
I wish to do so. Other sea-wights are seen from time to time, 
but these sightings too are rar ities. none easily let themselves 
be spied by our kind.’

‘Who else among the fishers owns a jewel given by sea-folk?’
‘The mayor of our village below! In his youth, some thirty 

years ago, his father was out fishing when one of his comrades 
caught a wave-maiden on a hook. she promised, if the men let her 
go, to give them good fortune. The skipper thereupon dropped 
her over the gunwale and as she swam to her home she sang:

“Muckle gude I wid you gie and mair I wid you wish; 

There’s muckle evil in the sea, scoom weel your fish.”

‘Then the six fishermen thought they had been cheated. 
Only the lad who was later to be our mayor’s father took any 
notice of the sea-maiden’s injunction. he scoomed his fish very 
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well indeed, and found a splendid pearl among the scooming, 
which was kept in the family from that day forth!’

‘Oh, fair fortune!’ declared Rohain, pleased with his stories. 
she added, ‘I thank you for sharing your knowl edge with me, 
Master avenel, and while you are doing so, I beg you to solve 
just one more mystery that has us all intrigued. last week we 
rode out to Benvarrey’s Bay. There we saw an ancient apple 
tree on the cliff, leaning right out over the water. Ripe fruit 
aplenty hung on its boughs but no one gathered them. When 
the wind shook the tree, several apples dropped into the sea. 
It seemed a waste. Why do the poor fisher-folk not harvest the 
fruit of this tree?’

‘There is a story attached to that tree,’ replied avenel. ‘Years 
ago, the sayles were a large fishing family on Tavaal, with a 
well-tended croft to supple ment their living. They prospered. 
Old sayle had a great liking for apples, and when they were 
in season he always took a pile of them with him in the boat. 
But when he became too old to go fishing, the family’s fortunes 
began to decline. One by one the sons left the island until only 
the youngest remained to look after his parents and the farm. 
his name was evan.

‘One day after evan had set the cleibh-giomach, the lobster 
creels, he went climbing on the cliff to look for seabirds’ eggs. 
he heard a sweet voice calling to him and when he went down 
he saw, sitting on a rocky shoal, a maiden of the benvarrey. 
Comely she was, so it is told, with nacreous skin, and eyes like 
sea anemones, and a slender waist tapering to a long fluked 
curve of overlapping scales. evan was torn between fear and 
delight but he greeted her courte ously. she asked after his 
father, and the youth told her about all the family’s troubles. 
When he came home evan told his parents what had happened 
and his father was well-pleased with him.

‘ “next time you go fishing,” he said, “take a pile of apples 
with you.”

‘The white sea-daughter was delighted to get the “sweet 
land eggs” once more, and good fortune returned to the sayles. 
But evan was smitten, and he spent so much time out in his 
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boat speaking with her when she appeared, and hoping that 
she might appear when she was absent, that people began to 
whisper that he had turned idle. When the youth heard these 
rumours he was so bothered by them that he decided to leave 
the island, but before he went he planted the apple tree on the 
cliff and told the sea-daughter that when the tree matured the 
sweet land eggs would ripen and drop down for her. although 
he went, the good luck stayed, but the lovely wight grew weary 
of waiting for the apples to form and she went off look ing for 
evan sayle. In the end the apples ripened, but neither evan 
nor the benvarrey ever came back to look for them. Because 
the tree was planted there for a sea wight, no mortal will touch 
the fruit.’

When she had listened to this tale, Rohain said, ‘It seems 
I have much to learn. You say this sea-girl was a benvarrey, a 
seelie wight, and yet she had a fish’s tail just like a mermaid. 
how did evan sayle recognise she was a benvarrey? and how 
many kinds of merfolk exist?’

‘as to your first question,’ answered avenel, ‘it takes an 
islander, or one who dwells all his life at the margins of the sea, 
to be able to discern between the different kinds of fishtailed 
wights, the half piscean and half mortal-seeming. as for your 
second question, there are five. There are mermaids with 
their mermen, there are the benvarreys, the sea-morgans, the 
merrows, and the maighdeanna na tuinne, the wave-maidens. 
The benvarreys do not fail to look kindly on the races of men 
but the others may be seelie or unseelie or both. Fear not—
around the Royal Isle malignity cannot dwelt. Unseelie merfolk 
are repelled from its shores. Indeed, the mermaids of Tavaal 
aid us.’

‘In what manner?’
‘When the men are fishing off the island a mermaid will 

warn them of forthcoming storms, calling out “shi aull er 
thalloo”—“sail to land”. If they hear this cry, the boats run 
for shelter at once, or else lose their tackle or their lives. The 
fishermen fervently hope to never behold a mermaid at sea, for 
they only show themselves, rising suddenly among the boats, 
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if the forthcoming storm is to be truly terrible, such as the 
Great storm of 1079, in which many perished. as you know 
m’lady, sea-wights of all kinds dislike being viewed by mortals, 
and few folk have ever set eyes on any of them, excepting the 
silkies, who are less wary. Tales of actual sightings are part of 
island history.’

as he finished speaking, Rohain detected a sudden 
evasiveness, as if he had just then recollected a fact that contra-
dicted his last statement. I wonder, she thought, whether there 
might be seelie ocean-wights dwelling among us . . .

‘Well,’ said Rohain, ‘I have not seen a mermaid, but I have 
glimpsed a silkie, I think. I hope to see more of the eldritch 
sea-dwellers.’

‘now,’ said the seneschal with a change of tone, ‘I have a 
question for you, m’lady. Would it please you to come down to 
the shore towards evening? There is to be a party and a music-
making. The seals will come near—the true seals, the animals 
that live on the sker ries around the island. You shall see them, 
if not the merfolk.’

‘Why will they come?’
‘They are attracted by any kind of music, even whistling.’
‘I should be greatly amused by such a spectacle!’
as the day waned, the islanders gathered great piles of 

driftwood and lit fires along the shoreside, then played their 
pipes and sang their songs. Out where the breakers arched their 
toss-maned horses’ necks, the seals assembled to listen, their 
soft fur glistening. Burly, wintry-haired Roland avenel took his 
bagpipes and walked along the shore playing traditional airs, 
splash ing his bare feet among bubbled crystal garlands of foam 
strewn like pear-blossom on the ribbed sand.

This delighted the seals. Their heads stuck up out of the 
water, and they sat up, perpendicular. an enchanting sight it 
was for Rohain—eighteen to twenty-five seals gathered, all 
listening, facing different directions, and avenel playing the 
pipes to them.

annie, a serving-girl from Tana, was among the congregated 
islanders. she touched Rohain lightly on the elbow, saying, 
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‘Most of those creatures out there are lorraly, my lady. Others 
are not.’

‘not lorraly?’ Rohain glanced eagerly toward the seals. ‘are 
silkies among them?’

‘even so!’
The silkies were the seal-folk, the gentlest of sea wights. In 

their seal-form they swam, but in humanlike form they were 
able to walk on land before returning to the ocean. despite that 
men were wont to do them great wrong, the silkies had always 
shown benevolence to mortalkind. They never did harm.

On another day Roland avenel, knowledgeable in the ways 
of silkies, took Rohain, Prince edward, Thomas of ercildoune, 
and Caitri down to the strand they called Ronmara. It was 
a long-light afternoon. The last rays were roseate, the wind 
temperate, and the tide at its nadir. not far offshore, out of 
the sea rose numer ous rocky islets formed from tall stacks of 
hexagonal stones jammed together like honeycomb, a remnant 
of some past volcanic action. The water was deep on their 
seaward side and crystalline in shallow bead-fringed pools on 
the shoreward side.

There, the seal-folk played.
The silkies appeared like a troupe, of lithe humans: women 

and men, youths and maidens and children. all were naked, 
ivory-skinned. some lay sunning them selves, while others 
frolicked and gamboled. Beside them were strewn their downy 
pelts. eventually, catch ing sight of the spies, they seized their 
sealskins and jumped into the sea in mad haste. Then they 
swam a little distance before turning, popping up their heads, 
and, as seals now, gazing at the invaders.

‘They are beauteous indeed,’ exclaimed the young Prince.
‘Indeed!’ Caitri echoed, boldly.
‘’Tis little wonder mortals sometimes fall in love with them,’ 

said the Bard.
‘do they?’ said the little girl, turning to him in surprise.
‘But surely,’ said Rohain, ‘such love must be doomed 

from the outset! One dwells in the sea, the other on the land. 
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When lovers belong to two different worlds, how shall they be 
happy together?’

‘They can not,’ said edward, rather sharply. avenel nodded, 
his mien somber.

Rohain was about to ask, How can you know? when she 
thought of Rona Wade. she fell silent. shal low, flat waves 
played about her feet, rippling with gold scales of sunlight, 
each delineated by the kohl-line of its own shadow, as she 
watched the seal-people swim away.

Three times a week, a fisherman’s wife would come to the 
hall of Tana with her eldest daughter, delivering fish for the 
tables. her husband had a knack for catching the best. The 
woman’s name was Rona Wade, and there was a strangeness 
about her, like the sea, and as profound.

Rohain liked to try broaching the reticence of this gentle 
wife by speaking with her on the occasions they met, but on 
subjects pithier than island gossip, she would not be drawn. 
Rohain could not help noticing the webbed fingers of the 
children of hugh and Rona Wade. They bore an affinity with 
those of Ursilla’s progeny, however people wisely refrained 
from com menting on the likeness. The other island children, 
if they thought anything of these aberrations, envied them. 
Webbed fingers made for fine swimmers.

It was obvious that hugh’s love for his bonny wife Rona 
was unbounded, but she returned it only with cool cordiality. 
like Ursilla, she had been seen stealing alone to a deserted 
shore where she would toss a shell or some other object into 
the water. Upon this signal a large seal would appear, and she 
spoke to it in an unknown tongue.

But Rona was not really like Ursilla.
after the conversation, the creature would slip back under 

the waves, its shape unchanged. Rohain guessed that Rona did 
not love hugh, but she was fond of her husband and never 
betrayed him.

There appeared to be much unreturned love on Tamhania, 
which the arrival of the visitors had served to increase. Within 
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a few days of her arrival, Georgiana Griffin, dianella’s erstwhile 
servant, had attracted the attention of one of the island’s most 
eligible young men.

sevran shaw was a shipmaster and farmer. Island born, 
he had travelled far over the seas of erith on his own sloop, 
trading profitably, before coming home to settle. shrewd was 
he, sensible, good-humored, and comfortably well-off. now in 
his thirtieth year, he had never married. several of the island 
girls had hoped to snare him, but he had not fallen in love until 
he set eyes on Georgiana Griffin. This refined lady, bred in the 
rarefied atmosphere of the Court of Caermelor, refused to hear 
his suit or to accept him as a friend. Weeks passed and his, 
attachment grew only the stronger, although she avoided him 
and they hardly ever met. It looked as if his love was ill-fated.

Thus proceeded the secrets and the passions of the isle.
Yet there were other mysteries on Tamhania-Tavaal, not of 

the affective kind, and these seemed to be more easily solved.
Through the island’s only village ran crumbling granite 

walls, and rows of tall wooden piles driven into the ground 
for no apparent reason. some stood or leaned like branchless 
trees, others supported decrepit piers and condemned jetties 
that stalked toward the water but finished abruptly far short of 
it, in the middle of the air. Far above the high-tide line, the dried 
remains of mussels and barnacles encrusted these thick stems.

When Rohain asked about the useless and ruined structures, 
avenel told her the village had risen sixteen feet over the last ten 
years, and the harbour had had to be rebuilt lower down. local 
legend asserted that the island had floated at times during the 
past centuries, traveling on the ocean currents before catching 
on some submarine reef or snag and taking root again in a new 
position.

Market day in the uplifted village was a pleasant diversion 
for Rohain. at the time of full moon, makeshift stalls would 
be set up in the Old Village square, and folk would arrive 
from all over the island to peddle their wares. Riding through 
the township one market day, with her nineteen ladies 
and her equerry, Rohain spied a woman dressed in the 
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geranium-coloured houppelande commonly adopted by the 
middle classes. her head was sheathed in a shawl. Walking 
among the stalls, she was bartering jars of honey, bunches of 
hyacinths and watercress, apple cider and apple cider vinegar 
in ceramic bottles.

her face drew Rohain’s attention. There was a look about 
this woman that stirred some vague memory. hope sprang in 
her heart. Could it be she had at last found someone from 
her past? dismounting, she gave the reins to her equerry and 
approached the woman, who curtsied.

‘do you know me?’ asked Rohain.
The woman’s eyes were two cups filled with reflec tions. 

Weather, years, and sorrow had engraved her face with their 
etchings, but she was not uncomely. ‘all on Tamhania know the 
lady Rohain Tarrenys, who is to be Queen-empress.’

‘But do you know me?’
‘no, my lady.’
‘Your face, to me, appears familiar. What is your name?’
‘elasaid. elasaid of the Groves.’
‘are you certain you do not recognise me?’
‘Yes.’
‘What will you take in return for a bag of apples?’
‘Cloth. Good cloth for a new cloak.’
‘Mustardevlys? Rylet? Thick woollen frieze?’
‘Ratteen, if it please my lady.’
‘Give the apples to my equerry. The ratteen shall be sent to 

you tomorrow.’
a bargain was struck. It was a way of being linked to this 

woman.

at Tana, Rohain again drew Roland avenel aside. she said, 
‘Today I spoke with a woman in the market place. she is called 
elasaid of the Groves.’

avenel frowned. ‘With respect, does my lady deem it seemly 
for the future Queen-empress to associate with commoners in 
marketplaces?’

Rohain arched her brows in surprise.
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‘Why, sir, I shall speak with whomsoever pleases me!’ she 
responded. ‘There is nothing indecorous about conversing with 
an honest person in any place, be it public or private. You 
forget, sir, I am not as the courtiers of Caermelor, so rigid in 
their hierarchies that they cannot recognise a fellow human 
creature.’

avenel bowed, murmuring an apology.
‘I wish to know,’ said Rohain, ‘where she dwells, this elasaid. 

I shall visit her.’
‘she abides low on the eastern slopes above Topaz Bay,’ 

answered the seneschal. ‘To it, there is a path only fit for 
donkeys or foot traffic. ’Tis very narrow, and an old stone wall 
runs all along one side. Those who pass that way must beware 
of Vinegar Tom. he is not unseelie as wights go—haters of 
mankind cannot abide here. he is a kind of guardian of the 
path, that’s all. There is a rhyme that you must recite if you want 
to get by him. If it is not said, Vinegar Tom takes you away and 
leaves you somewhere on the other side of the island where ’tis 
remote and prickly, and it can take a fistful of days to get back. 
When I first came here, they taught me the chant:

“Vinegar Tom, Vinegar Tom, 

Where by the Powers do you come from?”

‘I learned this ditty and went, cocksure, along that path. 
Vinegar Tom came out and he was like a long-legged greyhound 
with the head of an ox, a long tail and huge eyes. When I saw 
him, I found myself so flum moxed that I said:

“Vinegar Tom, Vinegar Tom, 

Where in the world do you come from?”

‘I said it wrong, but the words rhymed, so Vinegar Tom only 
tossed me over the wall!’

Rohain gathered a bolt of ratteen and her retinue and went 
to visit the lady of the apple groves. The narrow track climbed 
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away from the main road and wound over wooded slopes. To 
the right, the hillsides dropped sharply to the plane of the sea. 
To the left they esca lated to pathless gullies. There, fern sprays 
prinked the cracks that ran through spills of ropy, wrinkled 
rock like the sagging hide of some enormous beast, and mist 
hovered in ravines walled with strange formations in stone, like 
frozen waterfalls. ascending, the party passed spindly towers 
and pinnacles and needles. They went by a rift in a hillside, 
which emitted occasional plumes of white steam to augment 
the ambient brume. In deep gullies, water tumbled noisily 
over pebbles. a light mist rose from the still surfaces of gray 
rainpools, and from the puddles lying like shattered pieces of 
the sky clasped between tree-roots.

They passed Vinegar Tom with no difficulty. When they had 
repeated the rhyme he turned into the like ness of a four-year-
old child without a head, and vanished.

The path led them to a level apron where they beheld a 
vegetable plot, beehives, and a little fresh water runnel skirted 
by white-flowered cresses. here nestled a slate-roofed cot, 
lapped in gnarled-knuckled trees. Purple hyacinths bloomed 
among their roots. small birds twittered, and bees gathered 
in the foaming pink-and-white confectionery of blossom. 
From behind fissured, sprouting boles, a waif of a child with 
green-gold hair spied upon the newcomers, then ran away.

elasaid welcomed her visitors into her cottage.
‘There is more cloth here than the worth of the apples,’ she 

said, unfolding a length of ratteen the colour of stormwrack.
‘Then pay me the balance in histories,’ said Rohain.
‘What would my lady wish to know?’
‘The roads you have trod. If it pleases you to tell of them.’
‘Well, I have trod high roads and low and I don’t mind 

telling at all.’
‘Tell me first about yon child with the green-gold hair.’
‘Willingly,’ said elasaid of the Groves, ‘for I love her well. On 

an evening seven years ago, when the last afterglow of sunset 
was still reflecting in the sky and the owls were abroad, I heard 
beautiful singing coming from among the shadows gathering in 
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Topaz Bay. I thought it might be the sea-morgans, and I was eager 
to see if I could catch a glimpse, so I made my way down to the 
bay as quietly as I could. however, I was not careful enough—
my foot dislodged a pebble, and all I caught was a flash and a 
glimmer as the sea-morgans dived off the rocks into the tide.

‘In their haste and fright, they inadvertently left one of 
their babies wriggling and laughing beneath the waterfall that 
splashes from the cliffs above the bay. When I saw the baby 
I could not do otherwise than love her. I still grieved deeply 
for my own daughter, so, rightly or wrongly, I took this child 
created from foam and seaweed and pearls.

‘I took her, and I raised her as my own. I called her liban. 
she is like any mortal child in most ways, but I can never get her 
hair completely dry, not even in the sunshine and the breeze, 
and the tang of the ocean is always in it. she loves to wade and 
play in my spring-fed pond, and among the wavelets down at 
the shore. she is a loving daughter, but there are those among 
the island-dwellers who, recalling their lives outside Tamhania 
where unseelie mermaids cause shipwrecks, deem it terribly 
unlucky even to speak of her kind.

‘I have tried to make them forget her origin. I have 
endeavoured to put it in their minds that she was born of me, 
but some do not forget and they wish her ill. Minna scales is 
the worst. she has never forgiven me since the colt-pixie chased 
her son when he tried to steal my Gilgandrias, those apples 
which are said to be seeded from the land of Faêrie. The wight 
gave him “cramp and crooking and fault in his footing”—it 
made him the laughingstock of the village. But I’m not to blame 
for the colt-pixie chasing him. The colt-pixie is a guardian of 
apple trees. ’Tis a wight. I have no com mand over such.

‘Minna scales will not let up her niggling,’ elasaid continued. 
‘ “Odds fish!” she says to liban. “look how your hair drips 
water. Go and dry it like a lorraly lass!” liban just laughs at her. 
We keep to ourselves mostly, on this side of the island. The 
child is happy. I have learned to treasure every moment of her 
happiness. I think of the other daughter I had . . .’

elasaid’s hands trembled.
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‘I have not always lived this simple life,’ she said. ‘I voyaged 
here, to Tavaal, several years ago. long before I came here, 
my childhood was spent in a tall and stately house with many 
servants. I married—perhaps unwisely, but for love. eight is the 
number of the children I bore.’ her blanks of eyes sank into 
weary hollows. she rested her still-handsome head on her hand.

‘evil forces took the first seven from me. I took myself away 
from the last one. To my eternal regret. For, when I tried to 
return, I could not. My child, my husband, had gone away in 
their turn, leaving no trace. I was alone. I searched up and 
down the Known lands, to no avail. Finally, sick of the world 
and its heartbreak, I applied to come here, to live out the rest of 
my days in seclusion. I found liban. abiding with her and my 
freshet of water, and the apples, I open the doors from one day 
into the next and close them one by one behind me.’


